The 18th Annual *Northwest Examiner* Community Awards, May 12, 2012

At the annual Community Awards ceremony, the *Northwest Examiner* honored Tracy J. Prince for “Historic Preservation”—for her work researching, advocating for, and preserving Goose Hollow’s history. Prince authored *Portland’s Goose Hollow*, an exceptionally comprehensive and enlightening illustrated history of her neighborhood. A scholar-in-residence at Portland State University’s Portland Center for Public Humanities, Dr. Prince unearthed: an 1875 *Oregonian* story verifying the origins of the neighborhood’s name, never-before-seen photos of Tanner Creek before it was buried over a century ago, and photos of the now in-filled Tanner Creek Gulch (hollow). Her book also explores the history of Native American, Chinese, German, Irish, and Jewish residents of Goose Hollow. The book has added substantially to the public record, exploring the neighborhood’s evolution on social, architectural, and economic levels.